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EIZO Purchases New Office Building as Company Growth 
Accelerates the Demand for Larger Engineering and Production 

Spaces  
 

• EIZO Rugged Solutions will be fully moved into the new office space by January 9, 2023. 
• The new building space provides three times the square footage for manufacturing, engineering 

labs, testing labs, and collaborative meeting spaces.  
 

Orlando, Florida, January 10, 2023 – EIZO Rugged Solutions Inc., a provider of ruggedized graphics, 
displays, and video electronics hardware, announced that it has moved all of its operations to its 
newly acquired 90,000 square ft. building at 482 S. Keller Road, Orlando, Florida 32810. The new 
facility is about 5 miles from its current location and in the Maitland Business District.  
 
This expansion, driven by growth and increased market demand for EIZO Rugged Solutions products 
and capabilities, will better position the company to serve its customers and partners with increased 
production capacity and a more extensive product portfolio. 
 
The company has tailored the first floor of the 3-story building, emphasizing process efficiencies 
while promoting collaborative environments with several new engineering labs, conference rooms, 
and a lakeside pavilion for pleasing change in scenery. The space hosts an open climate-controlled 
production area adjacent to EIZO Rugged Solutions’ in-house MIL-STD-810 testing areas, as well as a 
secure inventory and depot warehouse.  
 
The company values its staff, partners, customers, and the markets it serves. Selwyn Henriques, 
president & CEO of EIZO Rugged Solutions Inc. states, “We hope all of our stakeholders share in our 
excitement as we enter the next chapter for EIZO Rugged Solutions. We look forward to hosting 
visitors at our new facility as we prepare for a successful 2023.” 
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About EIZO Rugged Solutions 
EIZO Rugged Solutions Inc. has been developing graphics and video solutions for military, air traffic 
control, and other embedded applications for over 30 years. The ISO9001:2015-certified company 
offers a range of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products targeted at video capture, processing, 
display, compression, streaming, GPGPU, Artificial Intelligence (AI), video format conversion, and 
data archival. The company designs and manufactures its core MIL-STD-810 graphics and video 
products in the USA, serving customers in defense, security, ISR, aerospace, avionics, transportation, 
maritime, and industrial markets. Its rugged monitors offer the high quality, reliability, and long-term 
availability needed to meet the stringent requirements of defense and other niche markets.  
 
EIZO and the EIZO logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of EIZO Corporation. All other company names, 
product names, and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
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